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We show that the group of automorphisms of the Cuntz algebra 0, canonically 
associated to a group G of unitaries on the generating Hilbert space is ergodic if 
and only if G has no non-zero finite dimensional stable subspace; it is prime if G 
is strongly compact and more generally we give necessary and suficient conditions. 
If the defining representation of G is the direct sum of finite dimensional representa- 
tions with determinant one the fixed point subalgebra Oc of 0, is a simple 
C*-algebra. These results extend in part to 0, results previously known for 
O,,n<oci. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] J. Cuntz proved that n isometries {$i}y= 1 n = 2, 3, . . . . co satisfying 
*i**j=d6,1 (1.1) 
and, for n < co, 
generate a unique C*-algebra 0, (I denotes the identity operator). As a 
consequence every unitary u on the n-dimensional Hilbert space X c 0, 
generated by the isometries 11/,, $*, . . . (that we shall call the canonical 
Hilbert space) induces a unique automorphism TV, on 0, such that a,(#) = 
utj, Ic/ E X; therefore a continuous morphism IX G + Aut 0, of a strongly 
closed subgroup G c U(X) into the group of automorphisms of 0, 
equipped with the strong topology is defined. 
Later S. Doplicher and J. E. Roberts [4] showed, among other things, 
that for n < a, the fixed point algebra OG has trivial relative commutant 
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in O,, and that, if G c SU(n), the special unitary group, 0, is a simple 
C*-algebra. 
These results were a first step towards an abstract duality theory for 
compact groups [7], more powerful than the classical Tannaka-Krein 
theorems [9, Sect. 12.21, characterizing abstract categories (not only 
Hilbert space categories) which appear as dual objects of a compact group. 
A question then arises naturally: to extend these results to a duality theory 
for locally compact groups within the framework of C*-algebras. Since, on 
the other hand, a non-compact group of unitaries on a separable Hilbert 
space does not have in general finite-dimensional subrepresentations, we 
are induced to study the canonical action c(: G -+ Aut 0, of a group of 
unitaries G c U(Z) on the Cuntz algebra 0,. 
After giving some basic definitions and properties (Section 2), in Sec- 
tion 3 we prove, extending in part the proofs that appear in [4], that if the 
canonical Hilbert space 2 admits an increasing sequence with dense union 
H,,cHn+, of finite-dimensional Hilbert G-modules of determinent one, the 
fixed point algebra 0, is simple. A useful tool for this result is provided by 
the quasi-free Fock state w0 (see [S]), for which we give a simple formula 
in Section 4. In Section 5 we study actions of strongly closed subgroups 
G c U(X) on 0, and prove that the fixed point algebra 0, actually coin- 
cides with the fixed point algebra of the restricted action ~1: G -+ Aut ‘+U 
to the C*-subalgebra 2I G 0, generated by finite-dimensional Hilbert 
G-modules contained in 2 (Theorem 5.4). Therefore we obtain that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for G to be ergodic is that the canonical 
Hilbert space X admits no non-trivial f.d. G-invariant subspace. 
In Section 6 we characterize groups G for which the canonical action IX 
is prime (i.e., 0; n 0, = CZ). In particular we prove that if G is compact, 
0, has trivial relative commutant in 0, (and consequently G is identified 
with the stabilizer of 0, in Aut 0,), while if G is not compact and not 
ergodic the condition Ol, n 0 o3 = @I is satisfied if and only if there exists 
a tensor power u 0 ... @U of the defining representation u of G on .% 
which has a non-zero invariant vector. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
Let X be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, and G a 
strongly compact group of unitaries on 2”. Choose once for all an increasing 
sequence H, of finite-dimensional G-invariant subspaces such that 
lJ H, = ‘& is a dense subset of X. Define N, to be the set, directed by 
inclusion, of f.d. Hilbert G-modules contained in ‘XG, and for each HEN, 
define 9: as the strict symmetric monoidal C*-category [7] whose objects 
are the tensor powers H’ of H, rE No (we have set Ho= C) and the set 
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(H’, ZQ- of arrows from H’ to H” are the G-modules homomorphisms 
(we denote by 1 H, the identity operator on H’ and with 2 the unit vector 
of C). The symmetry is defined by the operators in (H’+‘, H’+% [4, 
Sect. 21 
9&r, s): H’@ H” + H”Q H’ (2.1) 
permuting the order of the factors in the tensor product. 
If Hc H’EN~, define the inclusion 4H,H,: (H’, H” jG + (H”, H’S)G 
extending each map in (H’, H”)G trivially on the orthogonal complement 
of H’ in H”. Since 4H,H,, = &H,,H,, 04H,H, whenever Hc H’ E H”, we are 
allowed to define ‘Og”) as the linear space inductive limit of the (H’, H”),‘s 
defined by the inclusions. Finally we set “Ok, = @ r,r+k,O oOi;r,r+k). 
For ~~001;r,‘+h), T’&‘O~“+k) choose HE N, sufficiently large such 
that TE (H’, H’+h)G and T’E (H”, H”+k)G; then the product 
TT, = 
( 
T(T’@ lH,+k)~ (HI-‘, Hr+h)G, for r’+kgr 
(TO lH’,+k-r ) T’E (H”, H”+h+k)G, for r’+k>r (2.2) 
is well defined, for, assuming Ee. r’ + k > r, (dH,&T) @ l~,,+t-~) 
&,w(T’) = 4,,,((TO lw’+k-r ) T’), thus gives rise to a bilinear associative 
product OOh x OOk + OOFk. Since moreover an antilinear involution 
TE “Oh, --t T% E ‘Ogh is defined (for the q5n,H.‘s are *-preserving) we see 
that ‘OG= @koz “Ok, has a Z-graded *-algebra structure. 
Choosing for any closed subgroup G’ E G the same sequence H, of f.d. 
G’-modules, we see that ‘0, E ‘O,.. Let us fix an orthonormal basis {ei} 
of % such that (y?i, . . . . edm} is a basis of H,. If G’ reduces to the identity 
we get the *-algebra generated by a family of isometries atisfying #Frjj= 
S,Z, namely the algebraic part ‘0, of the Cuntz algebra 0,. Now by the 
Cuntz uniqueness theorem [3] each unitary g E G extends uniquely to an 
automorphism tl, on 0,. Let 0, denote the fixed point algebra under the 
action CI: G + Aut 0,; then ‘0, = ‘0, n 0,. 
Remark that we have used Cuntz’s result only in the definition of the 
action a (that on the other hand could have been defined making use of 
the remark following Proposition 3.3) therefore our proof of universality of 
the Cuntz algebra 0, in the next section is independent of the proof of 
Cuntz. 
Since the natural action y of T on ‘0, commutes with a, the *-algebra 
‘0, is y-stable, thus we can reconstruct he k-grade part “Ok, as the range 
of 
mk: XE ‘0, + m,..(X) = s zeky,(X) dz, (2.3) 
T 
where dz denotes the normalized Haar measure of T. 
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Denote rs” the endomorphism of ‘0, induced by any HEN,, namely 
(2.4) 
i= I
where dl, . . . . ddH is any orthonormal basis of H. Note that each 
SE (H’, H”)c intertwines the endomorphisms a;, and rrk: 
sag T) = ug T) s, TE ‘0, (2.5) 
Sar,(Z) =a”,(Z) s = s. (2.6) 
3. SIMPLICITY OF THE FIXED POINT SUBALGEBRA 0, 
UNDER SPECIAL CANONICAL ACTIONS 
We have constructed the *-algebra ‘0, starting with an increasing 
sequence {H,} of f.d. Hilbert G-modules whose union “XG is a dense 
subset of ~8’. If it happens that each of the H,‘s is special (i.e., g,,” has 
determinant one, ge G) we will say that the canonical Hilbert space S 
admits sufficient special Hilbert G-modules {H,}. 
3.1 THEOREM. Zf S admits sufficient special Hilbert G-modules the fixed 
point algebra 0, c 0, is a simple C*-algebra. 
In order to establish this theorem we utilize a great part of the techni- 
ques used to prove that if G c W(d) the fixed point algebra 0, of the 
Cuntz algebra Od, 1 cd< co, is simple [II]. An alternative proof which 
uses directly the results of [4] can be found in [2]. 
We start with a simple preliminary: 
3.2. LEMMA. The formula lim, tj,*X+, = o(X) Z (where we mean that the 
identity holds for n sufficiently large) defines a positive linear functional on 
‘0, such that w(Z)= 1. 
This functional is a useful tool to prove that 
3.3. PROPOSITION. (1) Ak={~il...~i,+k(~~ii...~,,)*:il,...rjrE~;r,r+ 
k 2 0} is an algebraic basis for “Ok,, k E B; 
(2) UktZ A, is an algebraic basis for ‘0,. 
Proof: Part (2) follows from (1) as it is easily seen using the maps mk 
defined in the first section. Let now X be a finite linear combination of 
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elements in A, where replacing X by X*, if necessary, we may assume 
k B 0. We can evaluate the coefficient ai,. ik of tii, . . . $, by 
thus X= 0 implies ai, _. ik = 0; by a finite iteration we deduce that all the 
coefficients occurring in the linear combination of X are zero. 
An immediate consequence of this proposition is that the *-algebra ‘0, 
is a universal object and therefore necessarily 
3.4. COROLLARY. Every (non-trivial) Hilbert space representation of 
‘0, is faithful, 
In the remainder of this section we shall assume that # admits sufficient 
special Hilbert G-modules. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is an easy conse- 
quence of the following two lemmas 
3.5. LEMMA. Every non-zero Hilbert space representation rc of ‘0, is 
faithful. 
3.6. LEMMA. ‘0, has a unique F-norm. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. If all the H,‘s are special then [S] there exist 
isometries Sk E ‘0, with SzSk = 6,,,Z transforming according to any given 
continuous irreducible representation of G, since moreover each element of 
‘0, is contained in some Ed. G-invariant subspace, reasoning as in [4, 
Lemma 2.71 we obtain that the conditional expectation m: ‘0, + ‘OG, 
m = jG clg &(g) (where p denotes the normalized Haar measure of G) is 
completely positive and faithful. Let fi denote the induced representation of 
‘0, by the representation rt of ‘0, using m, and fix X= C X, E Ker n, 
with X E ‘Oz, then arguing as in [4, Theorem 2.81 we deduce that k 
E(X,ag(Z)) = 0, with H special sufficiently large and some p E N; therefore 
by Corollary 3.4, X,a&(Z) = 0 and X0 = 0; replacing X by X*X we get 
x=0. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 2.11 of [4] it suffices to show that the 
projection m,: OOG + “00, onto the zero grade is continuous in every 
C*-norm. Since each YE “0: commutes with ah(Z) for H sufficiently large 
and t E N, the formula 
II YII, = lim II Y&U)ll 
HENG 
(3.1) 
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defines a C*-norm on ‘0:; on the other hand, being the inductive limit of 
finite dimensional C*-algebras, “0: has a unique C*-norm; therefore 
II YII = lim II Yu~U)ll, YEOO& (3.2) 
HENG 
Apply the computations (2.13)-(2.15) of [4] to a;(Z)X&(Z), with 
X= C:= ..h X, f ‘O,, H special sufficiently large, and r the smallest integer 
such that X,Q~(Z)E (H’, Hrtk) c; iterating this procedure the following 
estimate is obtained [4]: 
where (I 11 is any given C*-norm on ‘0 G ; thus choosing H = H, and letting 
II -+ co we deduce, by virtue of (3.2) that Ilm,(X)II = llXo\l < (1X1/. 
The assumption of Theorem 3.1 implies that there exist non-trivial 
G-invariant vectors in S’, for certain rE N. If on the contrary 
cc, ~%= (0) f or all r E N then 0, is no more simple, for, as it is easily 
seen by decomposing the elements of ‘0, as a linear combination of 
elements in U Ak (see Proposition 3.2) and making use of the product 
formula (2.2), o is multiplicative on ‘0, and therefore the closure of Ker o 
is a proper two sided ideal of 0,. 
4. ON THE FOCK STATE 
The positive linear functional o defined in Lemma 3.2 extends uniquely 
to a state on O,, still denoted by w. Moreover, as it is easily checked by 
a density argument and the fact that ~~$,~~ = 1 
4.1. LEMMA. ZfXEO,, the sequence t,b,*X$,, is norm converging, and we 
have 
o(X) Z= lim Ii/,*X$,. (4.1) n 
Let 7c be the Evans (irreducible) representation of 0, on the full Fock 
space [8] F(S) = @ zzo X”, S being the canonical Hilbert space and 
~‘6” = @, defined by 
411/)(4,0 ... 04,)=$04,0 ‘.. Oh (4.2) 
n(+)Q=$ with IJ, 4,) . . . . dn E S? (4.3) 
and 52 the unit vector in C. Identifying 0, with its image n(O,), we can 
580;103 I-? 
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interpret 0, as an algebra of bounded operators on F(2). A direct com- 
putation shows that the quasi-free Fock state w0 = (52, . a) on 0, is zero 
on the elements of ‘0, of the form ei, . . . $,(tij, . . . Ic/,,)* with max(r, s) > 0, 
while obviously o,(l) = 1; thus w = o. on the dense *-subalgebra ‘0, of 
0,) and therefore on 0,. Moreover (x, R’(Z)) is nothing but the GNS 
representation associated to the pure state w. 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF ERGODIC ACTIONS 
As a consequence of the Cuntz uniqueness theorem (Theorem 3.10) 
every unitary u on the canonical Hilbert space X induces a unique 
automorphism a, on 0, such that a,($) = ulc/, # E 2. 
Everywhere in the remainder of this section we shall assume that G 
is a strongly closed subgroup of the group U(X) of unitaries on X, 
then the morphism LX g E G + ag E Aut 0, of G into the group of automor- 
phisms of 0, is continuous if G is equipped with the strong topology, and 
Aut 0, with the pointwise norm convergence topology (i.e., (0,, a) is a 
C*-system). 
The aim of this section is to study the structure of the fixed point algebra 
Oc. We begin by defining, for each integer k, a countable family of linear 
maps rc,k: “Ok, --f “Ok, with no IV,, by setting, on the algebraic basis A, of 
“Ok, (see Proposition 3.2) 
Since the product of $I~, . .. ei,( tjj, . . . I,/I~,)* with I/I,,, . . . tih,(Jlk, . . . ek,)* is 
either zero or an element in A0 of the form er, ... $,,(+,,,, ... $,,,,)*, where 
I = max{r, s], the rrz are multiplicative on the zero grade ‘OO,, obviously 
they are also *-preserving, therefore, equipping “0: with its unique 
C*-norm, they are necessarily continuous *-homomorphisms, and conse- 
quently extend uniquely to *-homomorphisms on the C*-subalgebra 02 of 
‘0,. Moreover from the identities 
fw)= ~I:+kGw”) e: if k>O (5.2) 
n:(x)= ($:)-” n:-k($l-kX) if kc0 XE’O~ > m (5.3) 
we deduce that the z,” are continuous on “Ok, ; hence they extend to 
bounded operators on the completion Ok, and satisfy 
Il~,“m G IlXll, XEO~. (5.4) 
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Note that if XE “Ok,, for n sufficiently large rci(X) = X; thus by a density 
argument, and by the above inequality we deduce that 
IbM-I- XII + 0, n+oo,forXEOk,,. (5.5) 
We define now another family of bounded operators on O”, by 
Fk,=n; (5.6)’ 
F;=n+&, nEN. (5.6)” 
Observe that the *-subalgebra ‘02’) of ‘Om, being the inductive limit of 
full matrix algebras, has a unique C*-norm; thus the completion Ocr’ is 
*-isomorphic to the C*-algebra K(T) of compact operators on 2”‘. 
Furthermore the C*-property implies that the closure 05,‘) of oOc”’ is 
isomorphic, as a Banach space, to the space K(%‘, 2’“) of compact 
operators from 2’ to .P. 
We collect together this remark with the above definitions in the 
following 
5.1. LEMMA. For k E Z, (5.1) defines a ,family of bounded operators 
zz},,, N0 on O”, such that 
(1) Ild = 1 
(2) 7+c,- k - nfnin{n,m) 
(3) lim, llrc~(X) -X(1 = 0 for every XE O”, 
(4) zz are *-homomorphisms on the C*-subalgebra 0: of 0,. 
Moreover if the FE are defined as in (5.6), 
(1)’ n;=E;=, FJ” 
(2)’ F,~(O:)=K(&‘~,JV~+~) for ka0, F~(O&,)=K(XOr~k,HOi) for 
k<O 
(3)’ F;aF;=&F; 
(4)’ X=~JY, F;(X) for XEO&. 
In the sequel we shall always make use of the identification 
K(X”‘, 8”) % OJ;S). We utilize the Fz’s to prove that 
5.2. PROPOSITION. The fixed point algebra 0, is generated, as a Banach 
space, by the compact operators TE K(&‘“, X’“), n, m E No intertwining the 
tensor powers of the defining representation of G. 
Proof 0, is invariant under the action y of 8, thus, by Fourier 
analysis, is generated, as a Banach space, by the 0: = 0, n Ok’s, k E Z. 
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Moreover for each kc Z and n E N,, FE commutes with clg, gE G; thus if 
TE O& assuming, for example, k 2 0, F:(T) E K(&‘“, YP+~) n OG; that is, 
F;(T) is a compact operator from X” to JP+~ intertwining the tensor 
powers of the defining representation of G. The assertion now follows by 
recalling that the series C,“= 0 Fi( T) is norm converging to T. 
The following result, which has its own interest, is a first step for the 
proof of the main result of this section (Theorem 5.4) 
5.3. LEMMA. Let x and z’ be two unitary representations of a group Y on 
separable Hilbert spaces X and A?‘, respectively. If 72 has no non-zero finite 
dimensional subrepresentation, then the same is true for the unitary represen- 
tation tensor product 71 Q 71’. 
Proof: Of course Z? is necessarily infinite dimensional. Moreover, up to 
replacing 2’ by X’ 0 X, where X is a separable infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space, and rc’ by n’ @ 1, where I denotes the trivial representation of 
3 on .Xx, we may assume that 2’ is infinite dimensional. As a first step, we 
prove that rr @ rr’ has no l-dimensional subrepresentation: let < E H @ 2’ 
be a generator of an invariant subspace of 20%’ under the representa- 
tion rr @ n’; that is, there exists a morphism x of 9 into the circle group 
such that x 0 x’(g) 5 = x(g) 5, g E 3. 
Let us identify the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from 2’ to 2 
with X@ X’; then, if A is the correspondent of t, the above equation 
becomes 
4g) A =x(g) A*‘(g), geg (5.7) 
and consequently 
A*xk) =x(g) n’(g) A*, gE%, (5.8) 
where ii’ denotes the conjugate representation of z’. It follows that the 
selfadjoint compact operator AA * is in the commutant of rc(9), thus 
Ker(AA* -AZ) is a rc-invariant subspace of 2. Since this space is linite- 
dimensional for 2 # 0, necessarily AA * has zero spectral radius; so that 
JJAII’= I(AA*I( =spr(AA*)=O (5.9) 
and l/</l = Hilbert-Schmidt norm of A = 0. 
Assume now that I’# (0) is a f.d. invariant subspace of 20 Z’, and 
denote by d its dimension. The totally antisymmetric space of Vd (i.e., the 
space generated by S=~pcPd(-l)P~p~,~@ . . . @xpCd), where xl...xd is 
any orthonormal basis in V) is l-dimensional and invariant under 
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(rr@rr’)“; thus applying the first part of the proof to the representation rt 
and n’ @ (rc @ 7~‘)~~ 1 we get a contradiction. 
Denote by E the orthogonal projector on the closed subspace of X 
generated by the Ed. G-invariant subspaces of the canonical Hilbert space 
3’. Then the restriction of the unitaries of G to the invariant subspace EX 
defines a precompact group G of unitaries on EL%, which acts on the 
C*-subalgebra C*(EX) g 0, generated by EX’; i.e., we have a continuous 
morphism CI: G + Aut C*(EX) of G into the group of automorphisms of 
C*( ES’?). We denote by C*(E#)” the fixed point algebra. 
5.4. THEOREM. With the above notation 
0, = C*(E&?)“; 
more specz@ally lf T E K(X”, 2”) n O,, then actually TE K( (EX)“, 
(ES)“) n 0,. 
Proof We assume E #I otherwise the assertion is trivial. The decom- 
position of 2 as a direct sum 2 = EL% @ (I- E) X induces a decom- 
position of X” as S’=(E#)n@[(Z-E)X’@(E%)“-l]@ ...@ 
[(I- E) 21”. (I- E) 2 has no f.d. G-invariant subspace, thus, according 
to the above lemma, every addendum of the direct sum of X” different 
from (EX)” has no non-trivial f.d. G-invariant subspace. Hence if ML 2’” 
is f.d. and G-invariant, then ME (EX)“. 
Let TE K(X”, 2”“) n O,, i.e., Tu@‘“=u@‘~T where tl denotes the 
defining representation of G, then obviously the compact selfadjoint 
operator T*T intertwines u@” with itself. Hence we obtain f.d. invariant 
subspaces of 2” by taking Ker( T*T- AZ), A# 0, and by the above 
argument necessarily Ker( T * T - AZ) E (EX)“, A# 0. 
Thus we have 
Ker T= Ker T*T= @ Ker(T*T- U) ’ 1 [(EL%‘)“]‘. (5.10) 
A#0 1 
Since moreover Ran T= (Ker T*)’ we get, replacing in (5.10) T by T* 
Ran Tz (EL@)“. (5.11) 
5.5. COROLLARY. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) O,=CZ 
(ii) G has no non-trivial$d. subrepresentation. 
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6. CHARACTERIZATION OF PRIME ACTIONS 
In this section we shall give necessary and suflicient conditions in order 
that the canonical action of a strongly closed group G of unitaries on X 
is prime, i.e., the relative cornmutant 0; n 0, of 0, in 0, is trivial. We 
first examine the case of G strongly compact and prove, in a similar way 
to [4, Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.31 the following 
6.1. THEOREM. If G is a strongly compact group of unitaries on the 
canonical Hilbert space S, then 
(i) 0; n 0, = CI and moreover: 
(ii) a(G) = G, 
where G denotes the stabilizer of 0, in Aut 0,. 
Proof: The relative commutant d of 0, is a U-invariant C*-subalgebra 
of o,, thus, by Fourier analysis, is generated by the J$ n Ok,%, k E 22. We 
first prove that S? n 00, = CI: for an XE A!’ n 02 we choose a sequence 
Xk~ “00, converging to X in norm. Since X commutes with all the 
QH(r, s), HENS, r, SE No, we have 
IPAr, s) xk9As, r)-xklHr+SII G2 IW-xkll; (6.1) 
for a fixed k E i? we choose n = nk E N and H(,, E N, such that xk lH” E 
(H”, H”)c whenever HZ HCkj, HEN,. Thus the identity 
aH(XklHn)=9&? l)xk$H(l, n) 
holds and combining it with (6.1) we obtain 
~~[“H(Xk)-Xkl 1”“-+ iii Q2 llx-xkil, for H 2 HCkj. (6.2) 
On the other hand @ix, = a,(Xk) I++~ whenever HZ (ei>, thus 
txktii-$ixk) 1”“~ [xk-OH(xk)l Len+ l’!‘i (6.3) 
and using (6.2) we get, for fixed i, k, and for all the N, 3 HZ {tii, H(,,}, 
the estimate 
(6.4) 
Choosing a representation of 0, in a Hilbert space Y such that 
Cz 1 $i$,? = Z in the strong topology, we can find an increasing sequence 
of projectors { l,., rE t+J} with H,? (tii, H(,,} for every r E N, converging 
in the strong topology to the identity operator of X. Thus, taking the 
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supremum in (6.4) on H=H, we obtain (I$iX,-XkJlill <2 11X-X,(1 for 
every i, k; and letting k + co, Xtii= t,k,X for iE /V; that is, being in the 
center of a simple C*-algebra, XE CZ. 
Let now X~dnOk,,k#O; then X*X~dn0:, thus X*X=LI,i20. 
Since in general we have 
lim X+,=0 if k<O (6.5) n 
lim $,*X= 0 if k>O (6.6) n 
(for the equations hold for n sufficiently large on “Ok,, and 11$,11 = 1) we 
deduce, assuming, for example, k < 0, 
JJ = IlWnll = Il~*-w,II G IIXII IIWAI 
thus I = 0, and X = 0 thus (i) is proved. 
Define K= {UE U(%‘)IC~,EG}, since every f.d. G-invariant subspace 
of 3 is also c-invariant [S, Lemma 3.11 we have that the map 
c(: UE K + a, E ?I’ is a bijection. Moreover a is a homeomorphism if K is 
equipped with the strong topology, and G with the pointwise norm con- 
vergence topology. Since G is compact [S, Lemma 3.21, K is compact. Let 
A denote the left regular representation of K on L2(K); reasoning as in [4, 
Corollary 3.33 if we assume Kx G properly we could find a non-constant 
function f~ L2(K) such that A(g) S=f, g E G; therefore there exists an 
irreducible representation of K with a G-invariant vector which is not 
K-invariant. On the other hand every irreducible representation of K is a 
subrepresentation of a tensor product 
ulz”det u)‘$...det ul$, 
(here v is the defining representation of K, H, H,, . . . . H, E N, and 
n, n,, . . . . nk E No) thus we have found an XE 0, which is not invariant 
under K. 
If G is a closed group of unitaries on # which admits at least one 
non-trivial f.d. subrepresentation (i.e., 0, # CZ, by Corollary 5.5), then 0, 
does not have trivial relative cornmutant in general; we have indeed the 
following characterization: 
6.2. THEOREM. Assume that the closed group G is not compact, and that 
0, # CI; then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) O&nO,=@I 
(ii) there is n E N such that (C, s?“‘)~ # (0). 
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Proof Assume that (ii) holds. Applying to the U-invariant 
C*-subalgebra O& n 0, the same arguments used in the proof of the 
above theorem, it suffices to prove that 0; n 00, = @I; or equivalently that 
if XE O& n 02 and o(X) = 0, then X= 0. If X were non-zero we could find 
a smallest positive integer no such that F:,(X) ~0. Let us choose 
R E (C, #“‘)o such that R*R = Z and, up to replacing R by a suitable 
tensor power, assume man,. Since X=x,“,, F:(X) and X commutes 
with R, 
f F;(X) R= f RF;(X). j6.7) 
n = no n = “0 
On the other hand 
RF;(X) E K(cW, Xn+“‘), TtEN(o (6.8) 
F:,+,(W-C n = 0, . . . . m - no (6.9) 
F;+,(X) REK(H”, X”+“), nENo (6.10) 
thus applying to both members of (6.7) the continuous maps Fr, kan,, 
and recalling that FT 0 Fp = d,,F;, we obtain FIj++(X) R = RF:(X), k E N, 
and consequently 
F,,,, + n,,(X) R” = R”Fjj,(X), SEN; (6.11) 
thus taking the norm to both members and recalling that the series 
C F:(X) is norm convergent 
IIFo,W)II = IW’~(~)II = IIF:,n+,(~) R”ll 
G IIF,q,+.,(~)ll + 0, for s-+co; 
thus F:,(X) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Conversely assume that (i) holds but (ii) does not; we choose 
0 # $ E (I- E) X; then for each TE K((ZW)“, (ET?)“) n OG with n, m E N, 
is t,h,b*T=O= Tt,h,b*. Since the set {I, K((E#)“, (E%‘)“),, n, rnE IV> is 
total in OG if (C, JP)~ = (0) for n E N, we have found a non-scalar 
element in the relative commutant of O,, which is a contradiction. 
Remark. If G is not compact the stabilizer G of OG in Aut 0, contains 
CI~ properly as it is seen by the following simple example: pick a unitary u 
in the strong closure of G IEX in U(EX) and an isometry tie E (I- E) &? 
and define a($) = U$ if $ E EX and a($) = U$U*, if $ E (Z-E) s?, where 
U is the unitary U = 2$,$,* -I. If {I++~) is an orthonormal basis of H 
obtained by collecting together two bases of EL%?’ and (Z-E) 3’ then 
a(+,)* a(+]) = 6,Z; thus a extends uniquely to an automorphism on 0, not 
canonical leaving the fixed point algebra OG pointwise fixed. 
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